DD-5100 User Manual
NOTE. Each flat is delivered with an appropriate manufacturer PIN code – 1234. Change it, otherwise doors unlock
code and new identificator programming function are unavailable.
1. How to use a door phone:
 For connection with a subscriber enter his/her flat number (from 1 to 9999) and press ENTER (otherwise
call will be started automatically after 3 sec). Should a mistake appear or for canceling your call press
CANCEL .
 Conversation starts upon subscriber’s, whom you are calling to, answer. During the conversation the subscriber
could unlock the doors using a button on audio handset.
 Door unlock delay time is programmed during system installation and does not depend on duration of pressing
the unlock button.
 Unlock button functions only within a handset, the call was addresses to, and only in 2 sec after subscriber’s
answer.
 Duration of a call and a conversation is limited to 1 min and 2 min accordingly. After this term finishes, the
system returns to duty mode.
 In case a door was unlocked with your PIN code, a handset will shortly peep 3 times.
 Handset’s switch on/off button allow to switch the receiver off.
2. Entering a door unlock PIN code:
IMPORTANT! If unchanged factory code, this feature will not be able to use
Using the PIN, the subscriber can unlock the door from the outside:
1.

Enter your apartment number.

2.

Press key
dashes.

no later than 3 seconds. After dialing the apartment and will appear on the display 4 horizontal

Enter a 4 digit personal PIN:
Made a mistake, press CANCEL and let's start again. Everything done correctly the door will be unlocked.
3.

3. Changing of user’s PIN code:
NOTE. Each flat is delivered with an appropriate factory PIN code – 1234. Change it, otherwise doors
unlock by code is unavailable.
For changing PIN code two persons are necessary: one staying outdoors near a outdoor panel, other – indoors by the
handset.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Enter a flat number, press ENTER and wait till a person indoors answers.
Press and hold
. A person indoors should press a door unlock button for three times (each second).
Four dashes will be shown on a display. Enter an old (or factory) PIN .And press ENTER
A word “PIN” flashes and four dashes are shown on a display. Enter a new PIN. And press ENTER

Everything done correctly, the PIN code will be changed. A mistake, press
new identificators

CANCEL

and start again.4.Programming of

NOTE. This function is unavailable in case factory PIN code is not changed. The System will ask to change a
factory code first and then programming of identificators becomes available.
Two persons are necessary to program new identificators: one staying outdoors near a call panel, other – indoors by a
handset.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Enter a flat number, press ENTER and wait till a person indoors answers.
Press and hold
. A person indoors should press a door unlock button for three times (each second).
Four dashes will be shown on a display. Enter PIN code. And press ENTER
A new key list number will be shown on a display. Attach a new identificator to the reader. It will be
programmed. In case of attaching an old key, the system peeps two times without re-programming.
New keys are programmed individually. To program more keys, repeat this operation. A mistake, press CANCEL and
start again.
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